New Year; New Opportunity to Give Back!
Position: Hangar Coordinator
Organization: Dreams Take Flight - YYZ
Compensation: Volunteer position (unpaid)
Location: GTA
The Opportunity
Are you a current or retired Operations professional?
Do you have a passion for helping underprivileged children?
Do you want to be a part of a life changing experience?
If so, we may be looking for your help.
Overview
Dreams Take Flight is a national non-profit charity that provides a trip-of-a-lifetime to Walt Disney World to
medically, mentally, physically, socially or emotionally challenged children. With the aid of a host of Local and
National organizations/businesses and a large team of enthusiastic volunteers, money is raised to make the dream
of “Disney for a day” a reality in major cities across Canada. This opportunity is within the Toronto branch and is
part of the Day of Flight Logistics team. This individual is the key resource to ensure execution of all operational
activities that occur within the hangar on the day of the flight.
The Job






The 2IC for all day of flight activities within the hangar reporting to the Co-chairs, Day of Flight Logistics
Responsible for recruiting and overseeing a large team of volunteers for the setup and teardown of the
one day event
Accountable for managing multiple vendors/suppliers on a timeline
Ability to make decisions and update management on progress toward specific milestone targets
Part of an outstanding team that helps give approx. 130 deserving children a dreams come true
experience.

Commitment
3-5 hrs / week (Feb - April)
20-25 hrs (over 3 days in May)
3-5 hrs / month (Aug - Jan)
Experience Required






The ideal candidate will have a proven track record in Operations (current or retired)
A people person with a strong background in supervising large teams
Proven experience managing multiple deliverables and ensuring timelines are achieved
Able to make decisions based on sound fundamentals
Comfortable presenting regular status update reports to management team

The Reward




Although the position is unpaid, the reward of seeing so many underprivileged children experience a trip
of a lifetime is a compensation that goes far beyond any financial rewards.
An experience of a lifetime, not just for the children but their parents / guardians and a group of some
120 volunteers that also donate their time for this outstanding cause.
A great network of people that work throughout the year to be a part of this one extraordinary day.

Please submit a brief bio and explanation as to why you would be a great Hangar Coordinator to
volunteers4dtf@gmail.com by February 15th 2018.

